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Chassis Suitability for Duplex
Bin Washers
If you are considering the use of any chassis that is not specified above then you
should first check the specification with Green Cleen to ascertain its suitability or
any additional fitting costs that may be incurred.
Below is a list of dimensions that need to be taken into consideration when looking for
a suitable 2x4 pickup vehicle on which to mount the Duplex or Solo Bin Washer range.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Load space length minimum 2100mm
Load space width between wheel arches minimum 1000mm
Width between flanges of tailgate minimum 1350mm
Load space height (at rear of vehicle) maximum 740mm
Payload minimum 950Kg
The pick-up must NOT have a rubber load liner. Hard liners or Linux protective
paint is allowed.
If a tow bar is fitted this may have to be removed. This depends on how far it
projects from the rear of the vehicle.
The tailgate MUST be removed prior to bringing the vehicle to Green Cleen for
machine fitting.

Please note: Any chassis supplied to Green Cleen must be without any beaver tail, box
body, extension frame, tail gate, tipper body or tow bar. It is the franchisees
responsibility to ensure that the chassis is supplied to Green Cleen in a roadworthy
condition with all chassis parts and lights intact and painted white in colour.
If you require any further information or clarification as to the suitability or costs of
fitting the Green Cleen range, then please do not hesitate to contact us.
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